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This is our 2nd year at Casa Copa de Oro and it feels like home! The
food was Great! Great! Great! and we loved the Master Suite and all
the staff was so pleasant! - Diane G.
It's hard to return to reality after a wonderful vacation at Casa Copa
de Oro. The additions to the villa are fantastic. - Laurie M.
Everything was so much more than expected at Casa Demae.
Everything was wonderful - Kathy A.
Casa Copa de Oro surpassed our expectations. We had a great
vacation. We hated to leave and we will be back! We don't know how it
could be better. - Lois G.
We want to thank you for all your guidance and help. The experience
at Casa Demae was beyond what we expected! Truly fabulous! The
entire experience was outstanding, magical and so memorable. The
villa, setting, the entire staff, the food, everything was fabulous! - Cher
D.
Casa Copa de Oro was so serene! Great sleep, ocean waves and
awsome food! Much cozier than a hotel, privacy and so inviting! You
couldn't ask for a better staff! We thought they were very professional,
yet friendly. It was hard to say goodbye. Many of us had tears when
we walked out the door. We'd love to come back! - Jeff V.
We had a wonderful time at Casa Demae! Everything was definitly "as
advertised". Thank you for helping make our 30th anniversary trip with
our family memorable - Suzane S.
The Luna Creciente was like a dream come true. The pool was
amazing. We swam all the time - it was warm and the view of the
ocean was icredible. The staff was warm and friendly. We loved it
here! - ML
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